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The “Washington consensus” advises developing countries to undertake revenue neutral
trade reform. The validity of this advice hangs on a judgment that trade taxes are more
costly than domestic taxes. With a particular Computable General Equilibrium (CGE)
model of an economy, particular reforms can be checked for desirability, but the
robustness of conclusions is suspect; they depend on a particular specification and
parameterization of the model economy. This paper provides a diagnostic toolkit for the
sensitivity analysis of tax reform proposals across model specifications and
parameterizations. Special attention is paid to quotas and to the thorny problems raised
by heterogeneous households.
Reform is desirable if the compensated Marginal Cost of Funds (MCF) of various
tariff or quota changes is larger than the MCF of the alternative taxes which must be
raised. The compensated MCF measure used here, in contrast to the uncompensated
MCF used all the empirical and most of the theoretical public economics literature,
permits meaningful comparison of the MCFs of various policies across model
parameterizations and specifications. Several preference and technology specifications are
typically plausible while model parameters are at best are known only within a range of
values.1 Any particular reform can be evaluated with a particular CGE model and
parameterization, but in comparing across parameterizations and specifications, only the
sign of the welfare change is meaningful.2 Compensated MCFs are directly comparable
across models because they are measured in units of real-income-constant lump sum
transfers. Compensated MCFs are index numbers which summarize in an intuitive way
the properties of complex tax systems and substitution effects systems interacting in
general equilibrium. Sensitivity analysis with MCFs provides insight into the importance
of the assumptions about substitution effects, production structure, market structure and
the aggregation assumptions in consumption, production, trade and taxes. With ranges of

1

The recent spate of analyses of NAFTA and of the European single market are examples.
This obvious point is sometimes forgotten because the equivalent variations or money metric utility
measures typically used in CGE model reporting are in ‘dollars’ which appear to be comparable to other
‘dollar’ magnitudes.
2
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MCFs so generated it should be possible to make more informed and confident judgments
about the desirability of revenue neutral trade reform.
How sensitive are welfare results to a particular aggregation of heterogeneous
agents? Efficiency measures based on aggregate compensated MCFs imply social welfare
improvement if distribution effects are not perverse in a sense developed below. The
nonperversity conditions provide context for the diagnostic procedure of simulating over
plausible models of heterogeneous agents and sets of reasonable ethical weights.
Anderson (1999) provides an empirical example of welfare-decreasing trade
liberalization for Korea in 1963 despite high initial tariffs. This suggests a high payoff to
more research on MCFs of tariffs and consumption taxes, as well as the other instruments
analyzed in this paper. Another payoff to this research may be to permit extrapolating to
cases where no model is available. This frequently arises when the World Bank advises
clients on fiscal reform.
Three trade reform propositions illustrate the elements of the toolkit. (1)
Tariffication raises rent-retaining tariffs such that quotas become nonbinding. The MCF
of rent-retaining tariffs is less than or equal to one --- rent-retaining tariffs dominate lump
sum taxes if they take back rent lost to foreigners. Under a substitutability restriction the
MCF of tariffs on unconstrained goods is greater than one, so revenue neutral
tariffication is indeed welfare-improving in the representative agent economy. (2) Quota
liberalization has three subcases. Liberalization (relaxation) of pure Voluntary Export
Restraints (VERs), which give away all rent, is efficient under a substitution effect
restriction. If substitution between public goods and quotas and between tariff-ridden
goods and quotas is weak, the MCF of VERs is negative --- a rise in quotas both raises
revenue (from rent-retaining tariffs) and lowers the cost of maintaining the private agent’s
utility. The endogenous tax must also be lowered to maintain budget balance, and on both
counts welfare improves. In contrast, with strong cross effects, under plausible conditions
the MCF of VERs is positive but less than one. In this case, liberalization of quotas is
efficient if the MCF of the endogenous tax is greater than one. The last subcase is pure
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auction quotas, which retain all rent and are equivalent to tariffs. The analysis reverts to
the cases analyzed in Anderson (1999) with no or only slight presumption obtaining for
liberalization. International rent sharing is thus critically important (see also Anderson
and Neary, 1992), but in addition the sharing of rent between private agents and the
government plays a role. 3 (3) The relation of efficient reform to welfare improvement
with heterogeneous agents is analyzed in the case of tax replacement. Sufficient conditions
for distribution effects to be nonperverse are given.
Much of the public economics literature is concerned with optimal instrument
levels (see the literature surveyed in Atkinson and Stiglitz, 1980)4, but a portion of it
analyzes tradeoffs among distortionary instruments by comparing the MCFs of the
competing instruments (see especially Ahmad and Stern, 1990). The MCF is usually
developed in this literature as a welfare (uncompensated) concept. In contrast, following
Anderson (1999) the MCF is defined here as a compensated (real income constant)
concept. 5 In considering equity issues, the theoretical public economics literature
typically assumes full information on income distribution linkages and on ethical weights
(Atkinson and Stiglitz, Ahmad and Stern) while most applied work is based on the
representative agent or at most only a small number of agents. The results here provide a
bridge from the empirical to the theoretical literature by giving sufficient conditions for
the usual practice.
The approach of this paper to dealing with equity concerns occupies a middle
ground between two poles in the earlier literature. Diewert, Turunen-Red and Woodland
(1989) show that there exist commodity tax changes such that a uniform radial cut in trade
3

For developed countries, nontariff barriers are the main form of protection, and the disposition of the rent
so generated is a central part of the policy analysis. For VERs, the rent shifted to foreigners is understood
as a bribe for accepting some loss of market share, while at the same time the countries requesting the VER
use substantial tariffs to capture a share of the rent. For domestic quotas, Bergsten et al (1987) propose
helping the US government budget deficit with auction of quota rights and point to recent experience in
Australia and New Zealand with quota license auctions. As for developing nations, the standard World
Bank reform recommendation has for more than a decade been to convert quotas to tariffs (‘tariffication’)
and then to move toward uniform tariffs, all the while respecting the need to preserve government revenue
from the distortion of trade.
4
See also a more recent literature focused on optimal trade taxes vs. domestic taxes. Mitra (1992) is an
example.
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taxes combined with an unspecified commodity tax change can be guaranteed to raise
every household’s welfare. The opposite pole in specificity is found in the optimal tax
literature (see for example the summary of developments in the 1970’s in Atkinson and
Stiglitz, 1980) which characterizes the many household optimal tax structure when
commodity taxation only is available. The formulae require knowing the full details of
both the general equilibrium income linkages and the welfare weights. In between these
poles, the present approach gives simple concrete rules for welfare-improving tax reform
assuming a condition on ‘nonperverse equity effects’ holds. Under the sufficient
condition, a uniform radial cut in one set of trade taxes combined with a uniform radial
increase in another set of trade or consumption taxes is welfare improving if the MCF of
the first set of taxes exceeds that of the second set of taxes.6 Sensitivity analysis based on
this approach can potentially eliminate perverse distributional effects for a reasonable
range of welfare weights and income effects.
The middle ground of this paper is attractive because the Pareto-improving
approach cannot recommend a specific tax reform from theory while the full information
approach requires information which is generally not available. The analyst's greatest
ignorance is about distributional relations, both with respect to general equilibrium
linkages of goods and factor prices7 and with respect to the appropriate ethical weights.

5

The analysis there considers tariff cuts offset by consumption tax increases or by public goods cuts.
In further contrast, the classic approach with lump sum transfers allows specific recommendations from
theory alone. A uniform radial reduction in tariffs always reduces marginal dead weight loss (and hence
welfare under a stability condition) if the only distortions are tariffs (Hatta, 1977). Uniform radial
reductions of tariffs in the presence of quotas is welfare improving under substitutability restrictions
(Anderson and Neary, 1992). Quota liberalization with tariffs is likewise welfare improving under
substitutability restrictions.
7
The recent great interest in the role of rising international trade in explaining the rising differential
between skilled and unskilled wages illustrates this ignorance very well. In principle, the issue is easily
resolved with a CGE model: just feed in a set of changes in technology, factor supply and international
prices and decompose the effects on the set of factor prices. The difficulty is that there is no agreement on
which CGE model to use and the results will be very sensitive to specification of the production sector.
Therefore the trade economists who have contributed to this literature have not even attempted a CGE
approach.
6
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The representative agent model avoids having to specify such details, and is adequate
when the sufficient conditions are plausible in the context of the policy to be analyzed. 8
Section 1 presents the basic model. Section 2 develops the MCF concept in a
general setting. Section 3 presents the MCFs of quotas, of tariffs and of rent-retaining
tariffs. Section 4 applies these to provide propositions on ‘tariffication’ (a rise in rentretaining tariffs offset by a fall in other tariffs) and on quota liberalization. Section 5
extends the analysis to the many household case and provides a proposition on the
desirability of tariff cuts offset by increases in other taxes or by decreases in public
goods. Section 6 discusses the use of the diagnostics in sensitivity analysis. Section 7
concludes.

1. The Basic Model
The model throughout is of a competitive economy with no distortions other than fiscal
distortions. All tradable goods face fixed international prices. The public good is assumed
to be nontradable, so endogenous changes in its cost affect the MCFs of various taxes.
Other nontradable goods in practice form an important part of the tax base alternative to
trade taxes, but are ruled out here for simplicity (see Anderson, 1997 for the
complications of taxable nontraded goods). Substitutability restrictions will be introduced
as needed. Finally, the model is static. This simplifying assumption is most appropriate
for a credit constrained government and economy and can also be rationalized when
political agreements constrain the government budget deficit.
The basic building blocks are the private and public sector budget constraints.
These are built up from the expenditure and gross domestic product functions, with some
intermediate construction involving the quantity restricted forms of these functions.
The consumer’s expenditure function e(π,p,r,u) gives the minimum value of
expenditure on private goods required to support utility level u at prices π for

8

In contrast, Levy and van Wijnbergen (1995) is a notable example of a Pareto-improving simulation
approach to the obvious ethical problem posed by Mexico’s accession to NAFTA.
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unconstrained traded goods, p for quota-constrained goods, and marginal valuation r for
public goods. The gross domestic product function g(π,p,r*,v) gives the maximum value
of production of private goods at price π and p and public goods at marginal resource cost
r* using the vector of primary inputs v in a convex technology. The value g also measures
the total payments to factors. (If necessary, a diminishing returns technology can be
augmented by dummy factors to receive the residual returns.) There are also some untaxed
tradable goods which are suppressed as active arguments, so that π and p are relative price
vectors. Variable labels appearing as subscripts denote partial differentiation.
The level of public good production G and the level of the quota vector q are both
set exogenously by the government, and it is convenient to work with quantity restricted
functions which include G and q as an argument. First, define the private goods
expenditure and private goods GDP functions as:
(1.1)

e (π, p,G,u)= max {e(π,p,r,u) - rG}

(1.2)

g~ (π , p , G, v ) =min {g(π ,p, r*,v) - r *G}.

r

r*

See Anderson and Neary (1992) for a similar development and further details. Abe (1992)
discusses the restricted GDP function. Then the distorted net expenditure on private
unconstrained goods at domestic prices is defined as
(1.3)

E (π , q , G, u, v ) = max{e (π , p, G, u ) - ~
g (π , p, G, v) − p' q} .
p

The distorted net expenditure function has several important properties needed below.
First
(1.4)

−EG =r − r *,

where the right hand side is the gap between the virtual price of the public goods r (equal
to - eG ) and the marginal cost r* (equal to - g~G ). Second, Eπ is the vector of excess
demands. Third, -Eq is equal to p, the virtual (and domestic) price of the quota constrained
good.
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A critical issue in the analysis of quotas is the disposition of the rent. Based on
the data available (Anderson, 1991, Erzan, Krishna and Tan, 1994), quota rent is
typically split between foreign and domestic private agents and the government of at
least one of the countries. Thus the approach here encompasses all three special cases in
which domestic private agents, domestic government or foreign agents alone get the rent.9
The total rent per unit is equal to the gap between the foreign supply price and the
domestic demand price. The domestic price of quota constrained goods is equal to -Eq and
the international price is equal to p*. The government retains some rent by means of a
rent-retaining tariff vector t q . In this, it has a first mover advantage. The balance of the
rent -Eq - p* - tq is split between foreign and domestic agents, with ω per cent going to
foreign agents. (The fraction ω can alternatively be viewed as lost to rent seeking, where
rent seeking simply uses up foreign exchange.) The domestic portion of 1-ω percent is
split between the government and the private agents, with α per cent going to the
government. The government gets all the rent with tq equal to zero, ω equal to zero and α
equal to one --- the perfect rent extracting auction case. Foreign agents get all the rent with
tq equal to zero, ω equal to one and α equal to zero, the pure VER case. Finally, the
domestic private agent gets all the rent with tq equal to zero, ω equal to zero and α equal
to zero, the import quota with licenses given away by the government.
The tax instruments of the government include rent-retaining tariffs t q , implicit
methods to retain the fraction α of domestic rent, and ordinary tariffs π − π * (and p-p*
when it is convenient to have two classes of goods subject to tariff). It is convenient to
introduce as an incipient possibility the lump sum transfer ρ from the government to the
private agent. All untaxed goods have prices equal to unity and are not explicitly treated.
9

The rent shares are to be understood as reflecting some underlying bargaining game between license
buyers and the government on the one hand and between license holders and the foreign sellers of some
oligopolistically supplied product on the other hand. The shares are assumed to be constant for simplicity.
In general there is no good reason to expect the shares α and ω to be constant with respect to changes in
the quota or other government instruments, but an examination of their direction of change requires a full
model of the bargaining game(s) which is beyond the scope of this paper.
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The next step is to build the private and government budget constraints. The
private sector enjoys income from factor payments in both private and public production
as well as whatever quota rent is retained. The income is spent on both unconstrained and
quota constrained goods. The private budget constraint is:
Π(π , q , G, t q , ρ , u, v ) ≡ E (π , q, G, u, v ) − Eq ' q + Gg G (π , q , G, u, v )
(1.5)

− (1 − ω )(1 − α )[− E q − p * − t q ]'q − ρ
= 0.

The second term adds to the net private expenditure on unconstrained goods the domestic
value of the quota consumption. The third (negative) term deducts from private net
expenditure the factor payments received from public production, where
g (π , q, G , u, v ) ≡ ~
g[π , p(π , q , G, u , v ), G, v ] and p(⋅) = − E q . The fourth term deducts from
net expenditure the quota rent retained by the private sector. The last term is the lump
sum transfer from the government (or to the government if negative).
The government budget constraint expresses the requirement that tax receipts
cover government expenditures. Formally, the constraint is:
Γ(π , q, G , t q , ρ , u , v) ≡ (π − π *)' Eπ (π , q , G, u, v) + t q ' q + α (1 − ω )[ − E q − p * − t q ]'q
(1.6)

+ GgG (π , q , G, u, v ) − ρ
= β.

The first two terms of Γ are the tariff revenue, while the third term is the quota rent
secured by the government (other than that obtained with the rent-retaining tariffs). The
fourth term is equal to minus the government expenditure on the public good while the
last term is equal to minus the transfer to the private sector. The net government budget
surplus is β, introduced as an incipient possibility for expositional convenience.
The standard analysis imposes lump sum taxation ρ as the endogenous means of
balancing the government budget. Solving (1.6) for ρ and substituting into (1.5), the social
budget constraint is (with β equal to zero):
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B(π, q,G,t q ,u,v)≡ E(π ,q,G,u,v) − Eq' q
−(π − π*)' Eπ − t q' q − (1− ω )[−Eq − p * −t q ]' q

(1.7)

= 0.
Here B(⋅) is defined as the balance of trade function. Anderson and Neary (1992) use this
model in a slightly simpler version to analyze trade reform. Three aspects of
government/private sector interaction are suppressed with the assumption of endogenous
lump sum redistribution. First, the endogenous lump sum tax becomes implicit. Second,
the rent shares of the government and private agents are consolidated, so that the
parameter α is irrelevant. Third, the share of domestic product accounted for by the
public good is irrelevant (directly, although indirectly the level of G of course affects the
level of equilibrium u).
The method of this paper is to perturb the two equation system (1.5)-(1.6) with
respect to an exogenous distortionary instrument understanding that some other
distortionary instrument must be altered endogenously to ensure that the government
budget constraint is met at the new equilibrium level of utility. To reduce the
dimensionality of the problem, all instrument changes are set up as scalar changes. Tariff
changes are uniform radial changes, proportional to the original tariff vector at scalar rate
dτ. Quota changes are proportional to the original quota vector. Let the exogenous scalar
change in the instrument to be reformed be dθ. Let the endogenous instrument change be
dτ. The method of this paper is to first solve the government budget constraint for dτ/dθ,
then substitute into the differential of the private budget constraint and isolate terms in
du / dθ on the left to form
(1.8)

[(Πu / Eu) − (Γu / Eu )(Πτ / Γτ )]Eudu / dθ = − Π θ −Π τ Γθ / Γτ
.
= − Π θ [1 − (Π τ / Γτ )(Γθ / Πθ )].
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Here, the subscripts with respect to τ and θ denote partial derivatives with respect to
scalar movements of corresponding vectors under government control.10 The bracket term
on the left hand side is usually assumed to be positive (see below for details) so the
efficiency of reform analysis then boils down to examining the sign of the bracket term on
the right hand side.

2. The Marginal Cost of Funds
The structure of (1.8) suggests the concept of the Marginal Cost of Funds (MCF). The
compensated MCF of a government instrument is defined as the ratio of the private
budgetary impact of a change in the instrument to the government budgetary impact of a
change in the instrument, holding other variables (notably the utility u) constant. The
MCF of any instrument i is thus:
(2.1)

MCF i ≡Π i / Γi .

For each instrument change, the MCF represents the compensation needed to support the
initial utility per dollar of marginal net government revenue. The interpretation is that a
dollar’s worth of revenue raised with the tax i requires MCF i dollars of compensation.
Trivially, MCF ρ = 1, a dollar raised with a lump sum tax requires a dollar in
compensation. For distortionary taxes we expect MCF > 1 though it may not always
hold. The usual analysis of the MCF is limited to a set of taxes while the structure of
(2.1) extends readily to include the MCF of quotas, rent-retaining tariffs or indeed any
other government instrument reform. In each case, each instrument shifts both the private
and government budgets and we simply apply (2.1). The interpretation of the MCF
formally arises from the effect of a loan or transfer from abroad, dβ. Solving as in (1.8)
and using (2.1) we have:
(2.2)

10

[(Π

u

/ Eu ) − MCF τ (Γu / Eu )]Eu du / dβ = MCF τ .

General forms of fiscal reform can be analyzed by replacing the uniform radial change with some rule

dπ = Dπ dτ where D is a diagonal matrix. The MCF of this reform is defined with reference to both τ
and D.
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MCF here is the savings to the private (compensated) budget when a one dollar transfer
finances the endogenous tax change dτ.
Using the MCF definition (2.1) in (1.8), tax replacement affects welfare by:
(1.8')

[(Π

u

/ Eu ) − MCF τ (Γu / Eu )]Eu du / dθ = − Π θ (1 − MCFτ / MCFθ ) .

The desirability of tax reform boils down to a comparison of two MCF values, assuming
the bracket term on the left is positive (as is usual, see below).
The MCF as defined here is a compensated concept. In contrast, much of the
literature (see Snow and Warren, 1996) defines the MCF as an uncompensated concept.
The Uncompensated MCF (UMCF) of instrument change τ is the money metric utility
change with respect to β, using the endogenous instrument τ at the same time to balance
the government budget. Solve equation (2.2) for du:11
UMCFτ ≡ Eu (du / dβ ) = κ τ MCF τ where
τ

(2.3)

κ τ = [(Πu / Eu ) − MCF τ (Γu / Eu )] .
−1

The termκ τ which differentiates UMCF from MCF is termed here the ‘distortion
multiplier’. It has appeared in the tariff and tax reform literature under various names,
usually just making a brief appearance to check that it is positive. In the case where the
endogenous tax is a lump sum tax, MCF ρ = 1 and distortion multiplier κ ρ is positive if
all goods are normal (the ‘Hatta normality condition'), since this guarantees
Πu / Eu − Γu / E u > 0 .12 With endogenous distortionary taxation, normality does not

11

The literature often solves for MCF with primal methods, or sometimes assumes an indirect utility
function in taxes without deriving it from first principles.
τ
12
The elements of the distortion multiplier κ are:

Πu
= 1 − [1 − (1 − ω )(1 − α )]q' Equ / E u + GgG u / Eu
Eu
= 1 + [ω + α (1 − ω )]q ' pI + Gg~Gp pI
and
Γu
= (π − π *)' E πu / E u − α (1 − ω )q ' E qu
Eu
= (π − π *)' x I + α (1 − ω )q ' pI + Gg~Gp p I .
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suffice since MCF τ > 1 ordinarily and could be large enough to switch the sign of the
multiplier. Stability arguments can, however, still be used to defend the assumption that
the distortion multiplier is positive (Hatta, 1977 and Fukushima, 1981).13
The difference between the compensated and uncompensated MCFs is
consequential in the heterogeneous agent theory of this paper. The compensated MCF of
a representative agent approximation of the economy can be interpreted as the sum of
individual agents’ compensating variations. In contrast, the uncompensated MCF is
difficult to interpret directly when the underlying reality which is approximated contains
many agents.14
In practice too there is an even more consequential difference between MCF and
UMCF. First, and most important, MCF in its compensated form should be useful in
sensitivity analysis of tax policies by comparing results across a variety of
representations of a given economy and tax structure, or even across economies. In
contrast, the uncompensated MCF cannot meaningfully be compared across structures.
The practice of reporting uncompensated MCFs is problematic (Snow and Warren, 1996)
for this reason. Unless the analysis reports the distortion multipliers, which is typically
not done, it is not even possible to do a correct analysis.15 Second, the use of the

Here, the subscript I denotes differentiation of the uncompensated demand and inverse demand with respect
to the consumer’s income. With MCF equal to one, the terms in G cancel. Then with normality the
derivatives with respect to I form positive fractions which sum to less than one.
13
The Fukushima proof can be extended to cover the endogenous distortionary taxation case of this paper.
14

Nevertheless, under the sufficient conditions for nonperverse distribution effects, both
versions of MCF correctly sign the welfare change. The welfare effect of substituting one tax
i
j
for another is signed by 1 − MCF / MCF under nonperverse distribution effects. The UMCF
ratio is related to the MCF ratio by:

UMCF i MCF i Πu / Eu − MCF j Γu / Eu
=
.
UMCF j MCF j Π u / Eu − MCF iΓu / Eu

This equation implies that (assuming both multipliers and both Π u and Γu are positive)
UMCFi
UMCF j

>

i

UMCF

UMCF j

<

MCF i
MCF j
MCF

> 1 or

i

MCF j

< 1.

meaning that the UMCF ratio will ordinarily also correctly sign the efficiency of tax substitutions.
15

See the Appendix to Anderson, 1996 for details on computation of the MCF.
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uncompensated MCF concept invites confusion. The uncompensated MCF may often be
compared to a marginal benefit which is not multiplied by the distortion multiplier. (See
Anderson and Martin, 1996, who point out many errors of this type in the literature.)

3. The MCF of Quotas, Tariffs and Rent-retaining Tariffs
The MCF as defined here is readily applicable to any tax or trade instrument. The MCF
of rent-retaining tariffs is presented first, followed by the MCF of ordinary tariffs and
ending with the MCF of quotas.

3.1. Rent-retaining Tariffs
Applying the general definition of MCF to the rent-retaining tariff in the system (1.5)(1.6), imposing a uniform radial change in the vector dt q = tq dτ q (without loss of
generality, since the composition of the vector is irrelevant):
(3.1)

MCF τ = (1− α)(1− ω) /[1 − α(1− ω )] ≤ 1 = MCF ρ .
q

The reason the rent-retaining tariff is ‘cheaper’ than the lump sum tax is that it extracts
some rent at the margin from foreigners, with equivalence only at ω equal to zero.

3.2. Tariffs
Uniform radial change in the tariff means dπ = (π − π *) dτ ,
where τ is a scalar. Applying the definition of the MCF yields:
(3.2) MCF τ ≡

Eπ '(π − π*) −[ω + α(1 −ω)]q' Eqπ (π − π *) + GgGπ (π − π*)
.
Eπ '(π − π*) + (π − π*)' Eππ (π − π*) − α(1− ω)Eqπ (π − π *) + GgG π (π − π*)

To understand this complex expression it is helpful to temporarily remove both the quota
and public good elements. Then the MCF of tariffs is equal to

[1+ (π − π *)' Eππ (π − π *)/ Eπ '(π − π *)]

−1

.

Then the MCF of tariffs is greater than one, it costs more than a dollar to raise a dollar of
revenue with a distortionary tax, so long as the net revenue effect of a rise in tariffs is
positive), or the denominator is positive (or tariff levels are on the upward sloping
portion of the net revenue Laffer curve).
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In the general case
MCF τ ≡[a − ωq' Eqπ (π − π*)]/ [a + (π − π*)' Eππ (π − π*)] where
a ≡ Eπ '(π − π*) − α (1− ω )q' Eqπ (π − π *) + GgGπ (π − π*).
If the net revenue effect of a rise in tariffs is positive, a>0. The presence of quotas
affects the MCF according to how quotas substitute with the tariff-ridden goods. If they
are substitutes, q' Eqπ (π − π*) < 0 . Then:
Lemma 1The MCF of tariffs is greater than one if quotas and tariff-ridden
goods are substitutes and the net revenue effect of a rise in tariffs is
positive.
The positive net revenue condition is more restrictive than in the absence of quotas or
public goods, since it requires that a is positive and exceeds −(π − π *)' Eππ (π − π *) . The
first term of a is positive if net revenue Ε π '(π − π*) is positive. The second term of a is
positive if quotas and tariff-ridden goods are substitutes, while the third term of a is
negative if public goods and tariff-ridden goods are substitutes. The magnitude of the
*
cross effect between public goods and tariffs, GgGπ (π −π*) = −Grπ '(π −π *) , is thus a

significant empirical issue as it provides a route by which tax increases could decrease
revenue.

3.3. Quotas
The MCF of quotas is based on a uniform radial change in the quota vector q: dq =qdχ
where χ is a scalar. Applying the definition of the MCF:
(3.3)
(1− ω)(1 − α)[−Eq − p * −tq ]' q −[1− (1 −ω )(1 −α )]q' Eqq q + GgGqq
MCF ≡
.
α(1− ω)[−Eq − p * −t q ]' q + t q' q −α (1 −ω )q' Eqqq + (π − π*)' Eπqq + GgGqq
χ

The meaning of the MCF of quotas is best analyzed through the two polar cases of pure
auction quotas and pure VERs.
The MCF of pure auction quotas is based on all rent going to the government:
ω=0, α=1 and tq=0. Then, ignoring cross effects with π and G, MCF χ reduces to
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− q' Eqq q /[( p − p*)' q − q' Eqq q]. The denominator is negative when q is such that revenue
is decreasing in q, which corresponds to the upward sloping portion of the revenue Laffer
curve: tightening quotas will raise revenue. Then the MCF of quotas is positive and
greater than one. This term is the counterpart to the no quotas or public goods case of the
MCF of tariffs. With exact tariff equivalence, the MCF of quotas is equal to the MCF of
the tariffs which are equivalent.16 Admitting the cross effects, the MCF of auction quotas
is
MCF χ = [−q' Eqq q + GgGq q]/ [(p − p*)'q − q' Eqq q + (π − π *)' Eπq q + GgGq q].
With substitutability
(π − π*)' Eπq q < 0 and GgGq q > 0.
Then we can state the quota equivalent of Lemma 1:
Lemma 2 The MCF of auction quotas is greater than one if quotas and
tariff ridden goods are weak enough substitutes (or complements) and the
net revenue effect of a decrease in auction quotas is positive.
The condition that tightening the quota be revenue increasing is restrictive, as in Lemma 1.
The MCF of pure VERs is based on ω=1 and α=0, leading to
MCF χ = [−q' Eqq q + GgGq q]/ [t q ' q + (π − π *)' Eπq q + GgGq q]
In the absence of cross effects, the MCF of VERs is negative. The private sector pays no
higher tax but receives lower virtual prices of quota-constrained goods, so the
compensation needed to maintain real income is negative, Π χ < 0 . The revenue effect of a
rise in q is positive, Γχ > 0 , so long as the rent-retaining tariff is positive. The presence of
cross effects, with substitutability, may lower the revenue effect. The cross effect of
quotas with public goods may make the compensation effect positive. However, it is
quite plausible that the MCF of VERs is less than one, the denominator remaining
positive and the numerator, if positive, being smaller.
16

This may be seen by defining the pair of MCF’s as

−q' Eqq dq /(−q' Eqq dq + t' dq) = q' dp/(q' dp + t' dq) and
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MCF χ = [− p' q / ε + GgGq q]/ [t q ' q − τ p' q + GgGq q]
= [−1/ ε + η] / [ τ q − τ + η] where
η = GgGq q / p' q
K

τ =∑
k =1

M

∑ [(π

i

τ q = t q ' q / p' q

1 / ε = q' E qqq / p' q ,

− π *i ) / π i ][π i Eπi qk qk / π' Eπq q].

i=1

Here, ε is the aggregate elasticity of demand for the product group subject to quotas and τ
is a weighted average tariff (on the domestic base) of tariffs on the non-quota constrained
imports.17 For sharp results, impose implicit separability (see Anderson and Neary,
1992) which means the weighted average tariff becomes the trade weighted average tariff
and ε is a parameter. For ηε>1 (which makes the numerator positive) the MCF of VERs
is less than one so long as
τ q > τ − 1/ ε .
The average tariff on the domestic base is bounded below one18, so this condition is met
even for rent-retaining tariffs equal to zero provided the aggregate elasticity is less than
one. Even for infinite elasticity, the condition is plausible. In the US, the rent-retaining
tariffs exceed the tariffs on unconstrained goods by a long margin (Anderson and Neary,
1994 and Anderson, 1991). Outside of the implicitly separable case, something like the
same insight works: higher rent-retaining tariffs than other tariffs creates a presumption
that the MCF of VERs is less than one, as does a low elasticity of demand for quotaconstrained goods. Collecting results:
Lemma 3: (i) The MCF of VERs is less than zero with weak cross effects.
(ii) The MCF of VERs is greater than zero and less than one under implicit
separability with ηε>1 and τ q > τ − 1/ ε .
In the general case, the MCF of quotas depends on the rent share parameters and
lies somewhere between the two pure cases, with all their qualifications about
substitutability and revenue raising quotas.
Eπ ' dπ /(Eπ ' dπ + t' Eππ dπ) = m' dπ /(m' dπ + t' dm).

17
18

Since not all weights are guaranteed to be positive, it is not a true average.
Strictly, this requires positive weights to be guaranteed, as with the separable case.
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4. Revenue Neutral Quota Reforms
Quota reform offset by tax changes is analyzed using the preceding results on MCFs
together with the method of Sections 1 and 2. Quota reform propositions are singled out
as more novel illustrations of the analysis. To economize on notation, consumption
taxation is disallowed, so that the endogenous alternative tax change is a tariff change (on
goods not subject to quota). This procedure is justified by noting that the MCFs of both
consumption taxes and tariffs may be taken to exceed one under the same qualifications
(entered below), hence the endogenous tariff stands in for the consumption or income tax
with MCF greater than one. Tariffication and relaxation of several types of quota are
analyzed in turn.
It is useful first to place the analysis in the perspective of the literature. The first
wave of gradual trade reform analyses used lump sum taxation to replace the lost tariff
revenue (for example, Hatta, 1977). Suppose instead that distortionary taxes must be
used to replace revenue. Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) show that optimal consumption
taxation dominates taxation which discriminates between suppliers of homogeneous
goods, as trade taxes do. Hatzipanayotou, Michael and Miller (1994), echoed by Keen
and Ligthart (1999) show that gradual tariff reform accompanied by a change in
consumption taxation which keeps all consumer prices constant will be welfare improving
under the conditions established when lump sum taxation is available for revenue
neutrality. This elegant result is restricted in its practical appeal, however, because in
typical trade reform situations the government is not able to offset a lower trade tax with
a higher consumption tax such that the consumer price is constant. Most CGE models
bow to empirical reality by treating imports as imperfect substitutes for domestic goods,
so a trade tax is a consumption tax and there is no inefficiency of the Diamond-Mirrlees
sort to wring out of the tax system.19 The analysis of gradual trade reform must instead

19

For non-homogeneous goods, there is no general reason to expect the optimal tax on the import to be
less than or equal to that on its domestic counterpart. Optimal taxation may require what will be
interpreted as trade taxation by the World Trade Organization, hence trade agreements may inefficiently
restrict revenue taxation.
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face the tradeoff of one class of consumption taxes vs. another. The methods of this
paper and its predecessor deal with the MCF of several instruments and are the
appropriate tools for diagnostics. For simplicity, taxation of tradable goods only is
treated, so that trade reform involves lowering one set of trade taxes and raising another.
The gradual trade reform literature includes two related papers by Abe (1992, 1995). Abe
does not use the MCF concept so his results are not framed in a very intuitive way.
Moreover, he assumes the full set of commodity taxes is available to replace tariff
revenue, which is equivalent at the margin to lump sum taxation, in contrast to the limited
instrument set of the classic public economics problem.

4.1. Tariffication
Standard World Bank advice to developing nations is to convert quotas to tariffs first,
then reduce the tariffs. Tariffication in practice means increasing the level of rent-retaining
tariffs, as licenses are commonly given away. Tariffication appears to be a sound policy,
since an exogenous increase in a rent-retaining tariff on a quota-constrained good matched
by an endogenous cut in the tariffs on unconstrained goods appears to replace
distortionary taxes with a lump sum tax at the margin. In fact, based on (3.1) the rentretaining tariff is better than a lump sum tax in that it retains some of the rent otherwise
captured by foreigners. Tariffication appears to be welfare increasing if the distortion
multiplier for this case is positive, without further qualification. Since, however, the
alternative endogenous tax may have MCF less than one as well, additional conditions are
required.
Using the methods of Sections 1 and 2, the marginal efficiency is:
−1

(

)

κ τ Eu du / dτ q = − 1 − MCFτ / MCF τ Π t q ' t q where
q

Π t q = (1− ω )(1− α )q' t q .
Under the stability condition, the distortion multiplier is positive. If the trade in question
is not initially subsidized, t q' q is non-negative. Then the change in welfare is signed by
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the large bracketed expression on the left. From (3.1) MCF τ < 1. From (3.2) and the
q

discussion which follows, MCF τ > 1 under restrictions on substitutability. Thus:
Proposition 1: A rise in rent-retaining tariffs offset with a revenue neutral
fall in other tariffs is welfare improving under the stability condition if (a) quotaconstrained goods are substitutes for tariff-ridden goods, (b) tariffs are set at less
than the revenue maximizing level and (c) quota-constrained trade is not initially
subsidized.
Proposition 1 is interesting chiefly for its qualification. Beyond the standard nonsubsidization condition, replacing a distortionary tax with a ‘nondistortionary’ tax at the
margin can’t be guaranteed to raise welfare without a substitutability restriction between
tariff ridden goods on the one hand and public goods and quotas on the other hand.20
While plausible, this restriction may be violated when quota restrictions are found on final
goods and tariffs are found on intermediate goods in a variety of production models, as
emphasized by Lopez and Panagariya (1992). There is nothing paradoxical about the
result that extra restrictions are needed. A marginal reduction in a distortionary tax from
an initial positive level need not always be beneficial, so the extra conditions are needed to
ensure that it is so.

4.2. Quota Liberalization
The general method of this paper yields the marginal efficiency of a quota liberalization
dχ offset by a tariff rise as
−1

κ τ Eu
(4.1)

du
= −Π χ (1 − MCF τ / MCF χ ) where
dχ

−Π χ = (1− ω)(1− α)[ p − p* −t q ]'q − [1− (1− ω )(1− α )]pq q + GgGq ' q.
The term −Π χ multiplying the bracket term on the right hand side of (4.1) is always
positive in its first two elements, but the third element is positive only if public goods
and quotas are substitutes: GgGq' q > 0. Assuming this is so, and given stability, welfare
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rises (falls) with a rise in quotas as MCF τ / MCF χ < (> )1. Based on (3.2) and (3.3), the
ranking is generally ambiguous in the auction quota case; both MCFs are above one.
However, the interesting case of VERs (full rent loss to foreigners, or ω equal to one)
yields the MCF of quotas to be plausibly less than one. Then the bracketed term must be
negative if the MCF of quotas is positive and the MCF of tariffs is greater than one.
Alternatively, the bracket term is positive if the MCF of quotas is negative.
Proposition 2 In the VER case with unsubsidized trade under the stability
condition, a revenue neutral rise in quotas:
(i) is welfare-improving if cross effects between public goods and quotas
and between tariff ridden goods and quotas are weak, and the MCF of
tariffs is greater than one (Lemma 1);
(ii) is welfare decreasing with sufficiently strong substitutability between
public goods and quotas if the MCF of tariffs is greater than one and the
MCF of VERs is between zero and one (Lemma 3(ii)).
Proposition 2 stands in contrast to the ambiguity of results with auction quotas
(which in the case of quotas only are equivalent to tariffs). There, the MCF exceeds one
and the desirability of reform hangs on comparison with the MCF of the alternative tax.
For VERs, the magnitude of the alternative MCF is irrelevant (so long as it is bounded
above one). By extension, the larger is the share of rent lost to foreigners (or to rentseeking) the more likely it is that the considerations of Proposition 2 control the welfare
analysis.
A part of the significance of Proposition 2 is once again in the qualifications: even
the ‘obvious’ case of a revenue neutral rise in pure VERs is not unambiguously welfare
improving. In contrast to the tariff reform case, however, a plausible ex ante case can be
made for quota reform. VERs (if not with all rent lost to foreigners) are common. Quota
reform is less obviously appealing as it approaches the pure auction quota case.

20

More generally, the alternative tax is a consumption or income tax, but the same qualification must be
entered to ensure that the MCF of the alternative tax is greater than one.
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5. Trade Reform with Many Households
The representative agent method above focuses on efficiency only. The method is
interpreted in the many household case as using the aggregate compensated MCF21 of
the various taxes. The natural question is, when is this simplification harmless? In this
section the social welfare analysis of tax reform in the many household case is
decomposed into the efficiency factor of preceding sections, and a distributional factor.
The distributional factor plays the role of the distortion multiplier in preceding sections,
harmless so long as it is positive. The distributional factor is shown to be positive given
sufficient conditions which restrict either the correlation of welfare weights and income
effects across households or restrict the dispersion of welfare weights. The sufficient
conditions may be plausible in many applications.
The distributional factor modifies the representative agent distortion multiplier
with two elements, a composition effect and an equity effect. The composition effect
corrects the average marginal propensity for aggregation bias arising from household-level
real income changes interacting with differences in households’ marginal propensities to
spend on taxed goods. A non-negative composition effect is shown to be necessary for
the existence of a consistent representative agent version of the economy even with equal
welfare weights. The equity effect is due to the differences in household real income
effects of tax changes interacting with differences in welfare weights.
The analysis of the distributional factor is developed for the case of a reduction of
one set of tariffs paid for with an increase of another set of tariffs. For simplicity, in this
section there are no quotas22 and no domestic production of the public good --- it is
purchased from abroad at constant price r*. The technology exhibits constant returns to
scale, which may mean dummy factors are used to receive any residual returns.

21

The aggregate MCF holds each agent’s utility constant.
The distribution of quota rent is highly unequal. However, the quota distribution problem differs in no
essential way from the unequal distribution of factor payments problem which is analyzed in this section.
Unequal changes in factor returns interacting with unequal household ownership of factors are much like
unequal changes in quota premia interacting with unequal ownership of quota rights.
22
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The first subsection sets out the social welfare function and the basic many
household model. The second subsection analyzes the social welfare consequence of the
tax replacement experiment. The Appendix analyzes the case of a reduction of a set of
tariffs paid for with a cut in public goods supply.

5.1. The Many Household Setup
The social welfare function is assumed to be individualistic, defined over the agents’
utilities in some cardinal representation. For each agent this is the money metric of utility
E i (p 0,π 0 ,G0 ,u i ) = ei ( p0 ,π 0 ,G 0,ui ) − v i' gv ( p0 ,π 0 ,v)
relative to some base price vector ( p 0 ,π 0 ) and base government expenditure G0 . The
social welfare function is defined as
W(u1 ,...,u N )= F( E 1(p0 ,π 0 , G0,u1 ),..., E N ( p0 ,π 0,G 0,u N ));Fi > 0,∀i .
For some policy change dθ, social welfare changes by
N

N

i =1

i =1

dW / dθ = ∑ Fi Eui dui / dθ = ∑ ξi dµi / dθ .
The social welfare function applies ethical weights Fi = ξ i to changes in the money metric
utility indicator, dµ i / dθ for a change in some parameter θ, then sums the changes in
weighted utilities.23
Tax change analysis in the many household case depends on a system of N+1
constraints: the N household budget constraints and the government budget constraint.
The individual household j has a budget constraint
(5.1)

E j ( p,π,G,u j ,v j ,v) − ρ j = e j (p,π,G,u j ) − v j ' gv (p,π,v) − ρ j = 0 ,

where the j superscript denotes the jth household, and g v is equal to the vector of factor
payments. Lump sum redistributions ρ j are incipiently permitted for clarity here. The
23

For example, a simple form useful in simulations is the constant relative inequality
aversion function:

W=

1
1−α

∑( Ei )
N

i =1

1− α

,
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private sector budget constraint system consists of (5.1) for j=1,...,N. Due to constant
returns to scale, the sum of household net expenditure is equal to the difference between
aggregate expenditure and gross domestic product:
N

(5.2)

∑ E ( p,π,G,u
j

j =1

N

j

,v ,v) = ∑ e j (p,π ,G,u j ) − g( p,π,v).
j

j =1

The government budget constraint is then equal to
(5.3)

N

N

N

j =1

j =1

j=1

(p − p*)' ∑ E pj (⋅) + (π − π*)' ∑ Eπj (⋅) − r * G − ∑ ρ j = β ,

where (5.2) and Shephard's and Hotelling's Lemmas are used to derive the aggregate level
of trade in the two groups of goods. The analysis will be based on changes in the system
consisting of (5.1) for all agents and equation (5.3). It is important to note that while the
adding up properties of the E j 's give rise to (5.3), the elements of
Epj = epj (p,π,G,u j ) − v j ' gvp( p,π,v)
will generally have differing signs across households, due the magnification effect of
commodity price changes upon factor prices and the uneven pattern of household
ownership of factors of production. No restriction is placed upon these.24
It is convenient for the subsequent analysis to introduce some new notation. First,
denote the aggregate trade vector

∑E

j
π

as m, and the aggregate trade vector

∑E

j
p

as q.

Next, the vector of consumption of both groups of goods is denoted x i for household i
and the entire tax vector (on both groups of goods) is denoted t. The effect of a rise in
income of household i on tax revenue is
λi = t' x Ii .
Denote λ' as the row vector of the λi . Household i’s share of the national real income
effect of an equiproportionate rise in π is defined as
where α is the coefficient of relative aversion to inequality.
24
The generality of the distributional model deserves emphasis. First, the model allows for complete
generality in income distributional magnification effects such as the Stolper-Samuelson theorem, which
guarantee that commodity price changes produce both winners and losers. Second, the welfare weights are
in principle allowed to be general. Finally, the sufficiency conditions are over-sufficient, and the necessary
and sufficient condition given below may well hold in a broad and operationally relevant class of
economies. This question awaits empirical verification.
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ω τi = Πiτ / Π τ = [(π − π *)' Eπi ]/[(π − π *)' m].
Similarly, the normalized effect of an equiproportionate rise in p on household i is
ω θi = Πiθ / Πθ = [(p − p*)' E ip ] /[( p − p*)' q]
Denote ω κ as the column vector of the ω κi for κ=τ,θ. With identical agents, the ω weights
are tax shares (and equal to 1/N). With differing factor endowments, in contrast, not all
the weights need be positive or less than one, though they must sum to one. Finally,
denote dµ/dβ as the column vector of the rates of change of money metric utility.

5.2. Tariff Reform Efficiency and Equity
Consider tax reform in the shape of uniform radial replacement of one (trade or
consumption) tax with another. The method of analysis is to first solve for the changes in
the household utilities and then calculate the change in social welfare. Then decompose
the change in social welfare into an aggregate efficiency component and a distributional
component.
The solution to individual utility changes is obtained in two steps. First,
differentiate the government budget constraint (5.3) with respect to θ, the exogenous
scalar tax change variable, and solve for dτ/dθ, the endogenous scalar tax change when
utilities are held constant. Second, substitute dτ / dθ into the differential of the private
budget constraints (5.1) and isolate the terms in the changes in utilities on the left hand
side of the equation system. This results in:
(5.4)

[ I − MCF ω λ' ]dµ / dθ = − h

(5.5)

hθτ = ω θ − ( MCFτ / MCF θ )ω τ .

τ

τ

θτ

Πθ

where

Compare system (5.4)-(5.5) to equation (1.8’) in the representative agent case. The
expression hθτ is a general expression for the vector of household compensation ‘shares’
for fiscal substitution of any variable θ for any variable τ. Isolating the vector of rates of
change of money metric utilities on the left hand side of the equation system yields
dµ / dθ = −[ I − ω τ λ' ] hθτ Πθ .
−1
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With convergence of the power series form of the inverse (guaranteed by stability) 25,
ω τ ' λ < 1 and the inverse may be rewritten to yield the vector of rates of change of money
metric utilities as:
dµ / dτ = − [I + cω τ λ' ]hθτ Πθ where
c ≡ ω τ ' λ / (1− ω τ ' λ).

.

The social welfare effect of the tariff cut is a weighted sum of the above changes
in money metric utility. The aggregation bias due to the composition effect is isolated by
first imposing equal welfare weights. The Benthamite social welfare function change is
obtained as:
dW B / dτ = N −1 ι' dµ / dτ
(5.6)

[

(

)]

= − Π θ (1 − MCFτ / MCF θ ) 1+ δ τ λ 1 + cov(λ, hθτ ) / λ h θτ , where
δ τ ≡ MCF τω τ ' λ / (1− MCF τ ω τ ' λ ).

Here, λ ≡ ι' λ / N, h θτ ≡ ι' hθτ / N ; the bar over a variable denotes the arithmetic mean and
cov(.) denotes the covariance. Equation (5.6) is comparable to equation (1.8’) for the
representative agent case. The product of the first and second terms is the right hand side
of (1.8’) with MCF now explicitly an aggregate compensation measure. The square
bracketed term of (5.6) is a distortion multiplier analogous to (Π u / Eu − MCF τ Γu / Eu ) in
−1

(1.8’). The square bracketed term is guaranteed to be positive under the stability
condition if in addition the covariance is non-negative, the composition effect condition.
The composition effect factor 1+ cov(λ , hτρ )/ λh τρ in effect corrects the representative
agent value of λ for aggregation bias. The normalized covariance can be rewritten as:
cov(λ,hθτ ) / λ h θτ = σ λhθτ (σ λ / λ )(σ h θτ / h θτ ).
The composition effects condition is met if either the correlation of λ and the income
changes is non-negative, or the dispersion of the λ’s is sufficiently small in relation to the
dispersion of the income changes. Note that if the composition effect factor is negative

25

Suppose that a transfer of dβ begins a gradual adjustment to the equilibrium level of dµ as in

dµ t = −MCF τ ωτ dβ + MCF τ ωτ λ' dµt −1 . Stability of this process requires MCF τ λ'ω τ <1 .
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(perverse aggregation bias), no consistent aggregate representation of the economy exists
for the analysis of the tax reform, because the implied "corrected" value of the
representative λ is associated with unstable equilibrium.
Finally, the main business of the analysis is the equity effect, arising with unequal
welfare weights. Solving for the change in social welfare and using the algebra of
covariance as in the preceding case,
dW / dθ =− Πθ (1 − MCFτ / MCF θ )Κτ ξ
where
(5.7)

[

(

)(

Κτ ≡ 1 + cov(ξ, hθτ ) / ξ h θτ + δ τ λ 1 + cov(ξ,ω τ ) / ξ ω τ 1 + cov(λ,hθτ )/ λ h θτ

)]

δ τ = MCF τ λ' ω τ / (1− MCF τ λ' ω τ ).
The social desirability of the tax reform decomposes into the efficiency factor of
preceding sections, dependent on the MCF of one tax versus that of another tax, and the
distributional factor Κτ given by the square bracket term. If τ represents an endogenous
change in a broad base tax, it is plausible that its equity effects are not perverse,
1 + cov(ξ,ω τ ) / ξ ω τ > 0. Then under the composition effect condition and the stability
condition, the sign of the bracket term is positive if the equity effect of the tax
substitution is not perverse, 1 + cov(ξ, hθτ ) / ξ h θτ > 0. There are two conditions under
which the equity terms are positive, not perverse (writing the normalized covariance in
terms of correlation).
Equity effects are not perverse if:
(a) household income changes and welfare weights are non-negatively
correlated, or
(b) the product of the relative dispersion of the income changes and the
relative dispersion of the welfare weights does not exceed one.
Then:
Proposition 3 Uniform radial replacement of one set of tariffs with another
set of trade taxes is welfare-improving if trade is not subsidized and (i) the
MCF of tariffs exceeds the MCF of the replacement taxes, (ii) the stability
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condition holds, (iii) the composition effect condition holds and (iv) equity
effects are not perverse.
Perversity of the distribution effects of trade reform is most likely with a negative
correlation of the household income effects hθτ and the welfare weights in combination
with sufficiently high dispersion of the welfare weights in comparison to the dispersion
of the income effects.

6. Sensitivity Diagnostics
The main payoff to the algebraic artillery of this paper is to lay out the diagnostic tools
for trade reform analysis. One focus is on the compensated MCF. Sensitivity analysis can
be sensibly conducted using a variety of models and parameterizations of representative
agent economies. This appears quite straightforward. See Anderson (1999) for an
example, with some computational details in the working paper version (1996).
The other focus of the paper is on distributional sensitivity diagnostics.
In the face of very substantial ignorance about both income distributional linkages and
ethical weights, and in the absence of evidence pointing to perverse distributional
problems, it may be reasonable to presume the sufficiency of the representative agent
model and apply Proposition 3. But the methods of this paper lay out a convenient way
to decompose the results of simulations testing the plausibility of Proposition 3 with
respect to heterogeneity of agents’ tastes and endowments (the λ and ω j vectors). The
methods also show how to examine sensitivity to differing ethical weights ξi over some
reasonable range of values.
Perverse cases may be similar to Mexico’s accession to NAFTA (Levy and van
Wijnbergen, 1995) where any reasonable model points to the losing group with high
ethical weight. Levy and van Wijnbergen show attack the distributional problem with a
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disaggregated model and additional distortionary government instruments to guarantee a
Pareto-improvement so that losers will be compensated sufficiently.26
At the opposite pole is the full information approach where the welfare weights
are assumed to be known. The optimal tax literature decomposes the optimal tax rate into
an efficiency component and a distributional characteristic (Atkinson and Stiglitz, 1980,
pp387-388). The distributional characteristics are normalized covariances similar to the
covariance terms used above. An extension of this method to the gradual reform context is
feasible mathematically, resulting in expressions which guarantee welfare improvement
based on the MCFs, the distributional characteristics and the covariances of λ with the
real income changes. The defect is that the required information is not (credibly) available.

7. Conclusion
Trade reform typically must face raising other taxes or cutting government spending in
order to pay for the tariff revenue loss: an active budget constraint. The analysis of trade
reform with an active government budget constraint, and by simple extension other tax
reform, is placed on a firm footing in this paper. Government budget balance forces the
endogenous use of distortionary tax instruments when an exogenous reform is
implemented. (For analysis of endogenous government spending cuts, see Anderson,
1999.) The aggregate efficiency of such reforms is based on comparisons of simple
summary measures of the Marginal Cost of Funds of the various tariff or quota changes,
or of the Marginal Benefit of Government supplied goods. Unless equity considerations
are perverse, social welfare rises with aggregate efficiency gains. Plausible conditions for
non-perverse distributional effects are provided.
The theory of this paper forms a useful toolkit for practitioners. (1) The MCF of
various tax packages is operational with simulation of CGE models. Since there is no
general reason to expect the MCF of trade taxes to exceed the MCF of taxation of
26

Levy and van Wijnbergen’s model has only a few aggregate agents, so the objection to the
representative agent model applies also to their aggregates. The objection has force, since their assumed
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nontraded goods, it is by no means obvious that trade reform is beneficial. This suggests a
research program in which MCFs of various taxes are calculated and with a variety of
CGE models, to establish reasonable ranges of values. (2) The methods of Section 5 can
be used to examine systematically whether the practice of ignoring equity considerations
is plausible. The sufficient distribution conditions can be investigated for various tax
reform packages and ethical weights within given CGE models, informing the 'guess' that
dispersion and/or correlation is low.

distributive instrument is irrigation and the model requires that millions of poor farmers on rain-drenched
land (in the rebellious states of Chiapas and Quintana Roo) will be compensated with irrigation projects.
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9. Appendix. Government Expenditure Cuts
Distributional problems are especially likely if tariff reforms are paid for by cuts
in public expenditures. For example, cuts in spending on public health and public
education are likely to especially affect the poor. Thus it is important to extend the many
household analysis to the case of spending cuts. 27
Public goods cuts in the many household case can again be decomposed into the
aggregate efficiency factor and the distributional factor. The Appendix presents the
details. The aggregate efficiency condition (replicating that in Anderson (1997) for the
representative agent case) is that trade reform paid for by public goods cuts is welfare
improving if the public goods are initially in excess supply in the intuitive sense that the
marginal benefit is less than the full marginal fiscal cost of the goods, paid for at the
margin by trade taxes. The distributional factor is again comprised of the composition
effect and the equity effect.
The sufficient conditions for equity effects not to be perverse, as expected from
the preceding analysis, are either that the correlation of the welfare weights and the
household income effects is non-negative or that the relative dispersion of the welfare
weights times the relative dispersion of the household income effects be smaller than one.
There are two correlations to consider: that between the ethical weights and the household
income effects of endogenous cuts in government spending, and that between the ethical
weights and the household income effects of the switch from tariffs to less government
spending. As to the first, it may often be plausible that government spending cuts fall
more heavily on the poor, who plausibly receive larger weights in most citizens' ethical
valuations. Thus a negative correlation is often plausible. As to the second, the general
equilibrium real income effects of the tariff cut must be considered along with the income
effect of cuts in government spending. The only safe conclusion is that the representative
agent approximation is especially problematic when trade liberalization is matched with
government spending cuts.
The new element in the analysis is to differentiate the government budget
constraint and the system of private budget constraints by G, the supply of the public
good. To simplify without loss of essentials, quotas are again assumed away. Public
goods are now assumed to be produced domestically, as in the first sections (and in
Anderson, 1997). Differentiation by G in the government budget constraint yields the
marginal fiscal cost of public goods, defined as:
(8.1) γ ≡ − ΓG = − gG − GgGG − (π − π *)'mG .
Each term on the right hand side of (8.1) is likely to be positive. The first term is the
marginal resource cost of a unit of G and is always positive. The second term adds to this
the marginal cost element due to the monopsony power of the government and is always
positive in a convex economy. The third term is the tax revenue effect and will be positive
as there is substitution away from taxed goods when the public goods supply increases,
mπG < 0 . Differentiation by G in the private budget constraint for agent i yields the
27

I am grateful to Arja Turunen-Red for pointing this out to me, thus inspiring all of Section 5.
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private net marginal benefit of the public good28:
(8.2) ~
r i = − eGi − v i ' gvG .
Summing across agents and using the constant returns to scale property of the gross
domestic product function g(π,r*,v) in v, the Marginal Benefit of G is defined as:29
(8.3)

N

N

i =1

i =1

MBG ≡ ∑ r i + v ' gvG = ∑ r i + GrG* .

The first term is the familiar sum of marginal valuations while the second term includes
the net rise in private sector factoral income from the rise in government expenditure.
Now solve for the system of changes in household utilities when tariffs are cut
exogenously with a uniform radial cut and the budget is balanced with a cut in G. Solving
the change in the government budget constraint for the change in G with respect to τ and
putting together the new elements with the old, the solution to household utilities is
obtained from:
 MBG G  dµ
MBG G
τ
τG
I − γ ω λ'  dτ =− ω + γMCF τ ω =h , where

(8.4) 
ω G = {ω Gi }= {(r i + v i ' gvG )/ MBG}.
Solving for the ethically weighted sum of household utilities using previous steps and
assuming convergence of the matrix series:
dW
dµ
=ξ'
dτ
dτ

 cov(ξ,ω G ) 
MBG  cov(ξ,hτG )
cov(λ, hτG  
G
(8.5)
= ξ 1−
1
+
+
k
λ
1+
1
+




  , where

 γMCF τ 
ξ h τG
ξ ω G 
λ h τG  

kG =

MBG(ω G ' λ)/ γ
.
1 − MBG(ω G ' λ )/ γ

The first term gives the aggregate efficiency condition. It is positive if the MBG is less
than the marginal fiscal cost of the public good times the MCF of the trade tax used to
raise funds; i.e., if public goods are oversupplied. The second bracketed term is positive if
the correlation of the ethical weights with the household income effects h is non-negative,
or if the dispersion of the ethical weights is sufficiently small, along with the stability
condition and the composition effect condition on the distribution of marginal
propensities to spend on taxed goods.

28

The public good is 'pure', so consumption is nonrival: all agents receive services in proportion to G.
The steps leading the result are: v' gv = g = g − GgG , and thus v' gvG = g G − gG − Gg GG = GrG* .
The restricted function g (π , G , v ) is not homogeneous in v.
29

